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If TERA online is your first MMORPG (which stands for Massively Multiplayer Online Role Playing
Game), it may behoove you check out a TERA Online Guide. A TERA Guide allows a new player to
quickly learn the ropes of TERA. Written by experienced MMO players, a TERA Online Guide gives
both summarized and detailed information regarding every aspect of the game. TERA Online is part
of a brand of MMORPG that emphasizes action oriented combat, where the player assumes more
direct control over the actions of their character. In this regard, even seasoned MMO players will
want to take a look at a TERA Online Guide in order to gain the edge over the enemies in TERA's
fantasy world.

TERA online is an MMORPG, and thus requires the character (or characters) of the player to
advance by leveling up in the game. Both new and experienced gamers alike should check out a
TERA Leveling Guide, which helps the player map out what to do during the life of their character in
order to efficiently level their character so that they can move on to possessing the best gear,
advancing their own story in the game, and being a part of one of the newest MMOs on the market.
For instance, when trying to level a character it is best to group with other like minded individuals
and keep the party varied. Taking TERA Lancer (the main tanking class in the game) along with
varied ranged and melee DPS characters such as the TERA Archer and TERA Slayer respectively,
including a TERA Priest for a healer, will give a well balanced party dynamic

A TERA guide can also give useful tips and tricks even to those who have already played the game.
For example, with many leveling guides, they would suggest that a player fight the hardest monsters
for their particular level area (provided that the monster is not part of a group); such as the Archer
class, which can set up a series of traps and engage the enemy at range as to avoid taking much
damage themselves. Guides cover everything from telling how to know when a monster is enraged
and can cause extra damage to a character (which is usually attributed to flashing eyes or some
notable color change) to detailing the functionality of each individual character class that can be
found in the game; such as their role, what they are good at and what they are bad at, and even
how they work in a group with other characters of both the same or completely different classes.

When it comes down to it, the best classes for leveling up in solo play, according to TERA leveling
guide, include the Mystic, which can level up quickly by fighting hordes of weaker monsters with
their AOE (Area of Effect) attacks, along with the Lancer with its survivability, and the agile Warrior
class which can take out monsters quickly while avoiding attacks. However, all classes are viable in
solo leveling, but it mainly comes down to the play style of a particular person.

Go check out TERA Online Class Guide today and prepare yourself to be a part of a unique and
action filled world!
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